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The most useless subject






An anti-human environmental philosophy
is blinding us to the fact that our 

environment is improving and that fossil 
fuel energy is an essential cause



Conventional narrative about fossil fuels and environment

Our environment is naturally safe and healthy, fossil fuels’ 
impacts make it unnaturally dangerous and unhealthy



Assumptions

“Delicate nurturer” 
assumption

The unimpacted planet exists 
in a delicate “balance” that is:
1. Sufficient
2. Safe
3. Stable

Human beings are parasite-
polluters.

Therefore significant human 
impact destroys the “delicate 
balance” and us with it.



Assumptions

"Wild potential” assumption

The planet has the potential to 
be human-friendly, but in its 
wild, unimpacted state it is
1. Deficient
2. Dangerous
3. Dynamic

Human beings are producer-
improvers.

Therefore significant, productive 
human impact is necessary to 
make the planet human-friendly.



Three ideas about fossil fuels and our 
environment

1 Our environment is naturally unsafe and unhealthy, 
requiring massive productive transformation (impact) to 
survive, let alone flourish.

2 Without reliable, low-cost energy and machine power, 
human beings are too weak to productively transform our 
environment to a significant degree.

3
In the empowered world human beings use reliable, low-
cost fossil fuel machine power to produce an unnatural 
level of sanitation and climate safety.



1: Our environment is naturally unsafe and 
unhealthy, requiring massive productive 
transformation (impact) to survive, let alone 
flourish.







2: Without reliable, low-cost energy and machine 
power, human beings are too weak to productively 
transform our environment to a significant degree.



Fact: By the standards of the empowered world the Earth has been a 
terrible environment for most of its history until very recently.



3: In the empowered world human beings use 
reliable, low-cost fossil fuel machine power to 
produce an unnatural level of sanitation and 
climate safety.



Energy is machine food. The more of it we use, the more 
we can use machines to produce the values we need to 
survive and flourish.



Fact: Dramatically increasing energy use 
correlates directly with dramatic improvements 
in the health and safety of our environment



Reliable, low-cost energy from fossil fuels empowers us 
to make our climate safer



The climate mastery benefits of low-cost, reliable 
energy have far outweighed any negative side effects



How many in 2018?

6,646



Method

When evaluating any issue we 
must look at the full context—
carefully weighing the benefits 
and side effects of every option



Goal

Weigh benefits and side effects of 
continuing fossil fuel use on 
human flourishing

Includes a safe and healthy 
environment, short-term and long-
term



For decades to come fossil fuels will 
remain by far the lowest-cost source of 
energy for billions of people



Fact: 3 billion people lack reliable, low-
cost energy!



835 million humans without any electricity…



2.7 billion humans rely on biomass for cooking and 
heating



My full-context evaluation: fossil fuels’ 
environmental benefits far exceed its 
negative side effects and will continue to 
do so in the future.



An anti-human environmental philosophy is blinding us to the fact that our 
environment is improving and that fossil fuel energy is an essential cause

Policy needs to be guided by a pro-human environmental philosophy that:
1. Values human flourishing
2. Recognizes that nature is wild potential, not a delicate nurturer
3. Looks at the full context of benefits and side effects, not just side effects



Resource: EnergyTalkingPoints.com
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